BARBIE™ DREAMHOUSE™ PRINTABLES

Have fun decorating your Dreamhouse™ with these DIY printables! Here are some suggestions for placement to get you started.

To ensure easy removal and prevent damage to your Dreamhouse, use a non-residue adhesive.
BARBIE™ DREAMHOUSE™ TV SCREEN

Put on a new show everyday of the week for you and your dolls! Decorate, color, cut out and *affix to your Dreamhouse™ television screen.

To ensure easy removal and prevent damage to your Dreamhouse, use a non-residue adhesive.
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BARBIE® DREAMHOUSE™ AREA RUGS

Add a pop of color to your rooms with area rugs
Decorate, color, cut to fit and place them in your Dreamhouse®

To ensure easy removal and prevent damage to your Dreamhouse, use a non-residue adhesive.
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BARBIE™ DREAMHOUSE™ AREA RUGS

Add a pop of color to your rooms with area rugs
Decorate, color, cut to fit and place them in your Dreamhouse™

To ensure easy removal and prevent damage to your Dreamhouse, use a non-residue adhesive.
BARBIE™ DREAMHOUSE™ PICTURE FRAMES

Every picture tells a story. Place new artwork around the house for everyone to enjoy. Decorate, color, cut out and place over the pink frame on the 3rd floor.

To ensure easy removal and prevent damage to your Dreamhouse, use a non-residue adhesive.
BARBIE™ DREAMHOUSE™ PICTURE FRAMES
Spread the joy around your Dreamhouse™ with framed images.
Decorate, color, cut out and around your Dreamhouse™.

To ensure easy removal and prevent damage to your Dreamhouse, use a non-residue adhesive.
BARBIE™ DREAMHOUSE™ DREAMSCAPES

Give Barbie™ and her friends a room with a view! Anything is possible. Decorate, color, cut out and affix to the outside of your Dreamhouse™ window.

For fuller window background coverage, print out on paper larger than 8.5" x 11".

To ensure easy removal and prevent damage to your Dreamhouse, use a non-residue adhesive.
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BARBIE™ DREAMHOUSE™ STICKERS

Have some fun with stickers to fun up your Dreamhouse™ elevator & door panels. Decorate, color, cut out and stick.

To ensure easy removal and prevent damage to your Dreamhouse, use a non-residue adhesive.
BARBIE™ DREAMHOUSE™ STICKERS

Have some fun with stickers to fun up your Dreamhouse™ elevator & door panels.
Decorate, color, cut out and stick.

To ensure easy removal and prevent damage to your Dreamhouse, use a non-residue adhesive.
BARBIE™ DREAMHOUSE™ EXTERIOR

Add some fun to the exterior of your house.
Decorate, color, cut to fit and place them in your Dreamhouse™

To ensure easy removal and prevent damage to your Dreamhouse, use a non-residue adhesive.
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BARBIE™ DREAMHOUSE™ SPORTS

Invite your Doll friends over to celebrate a Birthday!
Color, cut out and decorate your Dreamhouse™!

To ensure easy removal and prevent damage to your Dreamhouse, use a non-residue adhesive.
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Invite your Doll friends over to celebrate a Birthday!
Color, cut out and decorate your Dreamhouse™!
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BARBIE™ DREAMHOUSE™ BIRTHDAY

Don’t have balloons? Then make some!
Have fun and make your Dreamhouse™ festive!

- Decorate
- Cut out along dotted line
- Tape a piece of curling ribbon to the back side of each balloon
- Curl and hang

To ensure easy removal and prevent damage to your Dreamhouse, use a non-residue adhesive.
BARBIE DREAMHOUSE BIRTHDAY

Pass out desserts to your Doll friends!
Make this day an extra special one!

- Color
- Cut out
- Use as decor or affix onto your Doll friends hands

To ensure easy removal and prevent damage to your Dreamhouse, use a non-residue adhesive.
It’s your Birthday, make a party hat.
Decorate & color using your favorite tools!

STEP 1  Decorate
STEP 2  Poke holes for string
STEP 3  Cut out party hat
STEP 4  Fold along dotted line
STEP 5  Glue side A onto striped area
STEP 6  Add string long enough to loop around your chin
STEP 7  Tie knots to secure to holes

To ensure easy removal and prevent damage to your Dreamhouse, use a non-residue adhesive.
BARBIE™ DREAMHOUSE™ BIRTHDAY

Invite your Dollfriends to the party.
Decorate & color using your favorite tools using the same steps from previous page.

To ensure easy removal and prevent damage to your Dreamhouse, use a non-residue adhesive.